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BISTRO CHAIR
Lloyd Looms are proud to 
announce the arrival of  the 
updated bistro chair which will 
be with us early December and is 
available for reservation now as we 
expect it to be very popular.

In giving this classic chair a breath 
of  fresh air, we have retained much 
of  the original bistro chair design 
whilst giving this much-loved 
classic a modern twist.

The new bistro chair will be 
available in the classic Lloyd Looms 
colour range; Chelsea Grey, Crisp 
Linen and Soho white.

The new robust design and 
styling of  this handcrafted bistro 
chair give it the ability to be very 
versatile with its usage from a 
beautiful kitchen chair to even a 
commercial use. new 

BESPOKE COLOURS 
Late July this year saw the introduction and opening of  our new 
workshop and paint shop enabling us to offer bespoke paint 
finishes to much of  our range. This is a service we know is in 
demand, and although we have not promoted this service, we have 
already had some fabulous finished pieces.
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CELEBRATING THE 
CARNABY COLLECTION
Spring 2020 saw the introduction of  the all 
new Carnaby collection. This collection offers 
a more contemporary style of  Lloyd Loom, 
intertwining the traditional design with a 
more modern feel and sitting comfortably in 
any home. The collection includes a Swivel 
Bar Chair, Dining Chair and gorgeous Sitting 
Chair, all of  which are shaped for ultimate 
comfort.

THANK 
YOU

to all of  our customers for your devoted support during this very difficult year, not only have you 
supported us with buying our lovely hand-crafted furniture but also with your patience in waiting 
for some of  the furniture to arrive. We have suffered delays with materials, and combined with an 
uplift in demand this year it has meant some lead times have slipped on items that are not in stock. 
We are beginning to return to normal and moving in to 2021 these lead times will reduce.


